Comedian

Chris Shaw

Unusual? Always. Predictable? Never. Hilarious? Definitely!
Comedian Chris Shaw comes to town bringing his bouncy, cleverly physical style, and
show’s how this national headliner has become a crowd favorite! While placing his faith
in observation, agility and wit, Shaw draws his audiences in through bizarre metaphors
and hilarious facial expressions, bringing the crowd along for the ride...only to send
them into unsuspecting comedy waters. This frequent cable performer is available for a
side-splitting evening of funny business at YOUR NEXT EVENT!
Chris is highly regarded as powerhouse comedy talent, having performed more than
3,500 club, college, festival and corporate shows in his career. He's been seen in large
venues opening for the likes of "Weird Al" Yankovic, Ralphie May and Brian Regan and
on shows such as Comedy Central, VH-1 and A&E’s Comedy on the Road.
His expert timing, explosive enthusiasm, and radiant passion for his audiences is always evident, whether speaking to class of high school students, or closing a national
sales meeting. If your event or business could use a little humor, contact Chris to setup
everything from a one-man show to an entire "comedy night" for your venue!
Extensive client list including:
Disney, Mall of America, General Mills, GoldenCare, Saint Croix Casinos, Wahl Clippers, Humana,
Bankers Life, Minneapolis Business College, Spire Credit Unions, and Pacific Life Insurance


28 years as a National Stand-up Comedian, bringing appropriate humor to your event



A well-polished professional who will bring together all elements of your program



Superior communication skills, organized, committed, assertive, creative and good-spirited



Astutely connects with audiences of ALL demographics, channels energy and creates excitement



Ingenious at conducting live, spontaneous interviews with guests or audiences



Flexible, clever, imaginative and adapts well to challenging situations



Always maintains a tasteful appearance

Chris has performed for everything from National sales meetings to International expos, for seniorfocused events, college fairs and grade school assemblies. Accomplished at radio voice-overs,
television commercials, industrials, stage acting, improvisation, print ads, motivational, corporate and
association speaking for breakouts or keynotes, as well as straight stand-up comedy programs.
Chris Shaw Worldwide®
1721 4th Street, Suite 2500, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55110
(612) 616-6922 www.ChrisShawWorld.com chris@chrisshawworld.com

